Draft Resolution 1.1
Special Political and Decolonization Committee

Sponsors: All committee countries

Topic: “Effects of Atomic Radiation”

Alarmed by the amount of atomic radiation disposed of daily,

Keeping in mind that radiation can be used in positive ways,

Deeply disturbed by the fact that many people are unaware of the dangers of atomic radiation,

Welcoming new ideas and suggestions in order to improve radiation safety,

Recognizing that atomic radiation is dangerous to humans and the environment,

1. Recommends the education of all world citizens on the harmful effects of atomic radiation;
2. Endorses uniform safety standards in nuclear facilities worldwide;
3. Ensures emergency procedures are in place and workers are well trained in the event of a nuclear catastrophe;
4. Compels world scientists to create new and safer storage and containment systems for nuclear waste;
5. Demands inspections of all nuclear reactors worldwide in order to avoid a catastrophe;
6. Condemns disposing of nuclear waste in any body of water;
7. Authorizes sanctions on all the countries violating any international laws;
8. Requests support for countries suffering from atomic radiation contamination;
9. Requests funding for SCEAR;
10. Strongly condemns production and size of nuclear weapons and strictly prohibits the development of hydrogen bombs;
11. Deplores the range of nuclear ICBMs;